Understanding basics of
handing paint, tone, line,
texture and shapes.

7

Primary Transition

Perspective drawing, styles
of architecture, function.

Elements

Insects

of Art

Architecture

Exploring a themed
project, symbolism,
range of materials.

Braunton
Academy
ART KS3

Looking at composition,
genre and golden sections
and our natural
surroundings and textiles.
Learning to look and record
shapes. Exploring
composition and styles of art.

Character design and
exploring 3D forms in clay.

Clay
Creatures

Still Life

Surrealism

Progression Map

9

World of the imaginary,
dreamscapes and oddity.
Fantasy images and
understanding of the movement.
Further developing techniques,
skill refinement and colour
theory knowledge.

Elements

of Art

Landscapes

8

Elements
of Art
Building on key skills
and terminology.

Exploring media, ways to
record food, packaging and
Pop art concepts.

Beach
GCSE mini project based on the
Beach theme, pupil choice and
direction- Independent learning.

Food

Icons
Icons and celebrities.
Portraits, enlargement
grids, stencils and silk
screen printing.

Options

GCSE Route

Understanding basics of
handing paint, tone, line,
texture and shapes.

Key stage three

10

Project based on Identity,
personal symbolism and
self image.

Elements

Identity
part 1

Collections

of Art

Exploring a Collections
themed project based on
student choice and
range of materials.

Braunton
Academy
ART KS4

Ten hour
exam

Future
options

Still life based 5 hour
exam, focusobservational recording
AO 3.
10 hours to create final work
for the Identity project and
hand in coursework.

Create AO 4 for the Exam
project in May.

Progression Map

Exam
preparation

PPE

Exam paper given in January.
Select question and work on
AO1-3 in sketchbook.
Courses in Fine Art,
Photography to an advanced
level, often taken as one of 3 or
4 different subjects..

A’levels

Yr 10 Exam

Work based learning in
different fields of design,
allowing you to earn and
study/ gain qualifications.

B tech

Fulltime Art course that are multidisciplinary and have a broad skill
base, for those seeking to narrow
down to studying a single subject.

Apprenticeship

11

Identity
part 2
Completing the Identity
work through exploring
ideas and creating final
designs with meaningful
response.

Art
Foundation

A follow on year long
course post A level/ B tech
to further skills before
studying an Bachelor of
Arts degree.

Degree study or career in the Arts industry.

